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What is Blockchain ….  Bitcoin  ? 
Who is Satoshi Nakamoto ?

• Bitcoin revolutionized our 
concepts of currency and 
money. … 2008 Height of the 
banking crisis

• Like the currency he created, 
the identity of Bitcoin’s creator 
Satoshi Nakamoto is virtual, 
existing only online. 



Blockchain in 
some form will 
revolutionize 
transaction 
systems

Blockchain….. 
Mainstream ?



Software, Game Theory and Cryptography

Separately these fields have existed for a long time, 
but for the first time they have intersected and 
morphed into Blockchain Technology

Game Theory is the “study of mathematical models 
of conflict and cooperation between intelligent 
rational decision makers”. 

Is related to Blockchain because the Bitcoin 
Blockchain (public ) originally conceived by Satoshi 
Nakamoto had to solve a known game theory 
conundrum called the Byzantine Generals Problem



(1982)

Consensus Results 
including the Byzantine 
Generals Problem  (1982) 
were developed to study 
systems like distributed 
databases



Cryptography Science  is used in multiple places to provide 
security for a Blockchain network and rests on three basic 
concepts
• Hashing
• Keys
• Digital signatures

Software has been developed that combines Cryptography
with Game Theory to produce the overall constructs of 
Blockchain, where seeming uncertainty is mitigated with 
overwhelming mathematical certainty



Blockchains Fit in the Technology Revolution

• Pre 1993 …. Internet browser introduced
• Database ( IBM 1970)  applications/ data storage, analytics
• Centralized networks / client –server systems

• Internet Era (1993-2010)
• email / e- Commerce
• Decentralized networks
• Social networks

• 2010 - Present
• High performance computing/ GPU
• Distributed networks / cloud computing
• Big Data/ AI and Machine Learning
• Blockchain/ Bitcoin (10 years ago)



Jonny Brooks-Bartlett

IBM’s database model stood unchanged until about 10 years ago, when the 
Blockchain came into this space with a radical new proposition:

• What if your database worked like a network — a network that’s shared 
with everybody in the world, where anyone and anything can connect to it?

• Blockchain calls  this “decentralization.” 

• offers the promise of nearly friction-free cooperation between members 
of complex networks

• adds value to each other by enabling collaboration without central 
authorities and middle men.



No central nodes 
..peer-to-peer



All nodes could 
be miners

Blockchain Process…  Decentralization

No central nodes …. All the 
nodes are not connected to 
each other



(not all nodes have all the information at the same time( Latency)

Distributed Consensus



Bitcoin consensus works better in practice than the Byzantine 
Generals Problem (BGP theory)

• The theory is important because it can help predict unforeseen attacks
• Consensus works better for Bitcoin due to the additional conditions

• Offers incentives
• Embraces randomness

• Doesn’t have a specific endpoint
• Consensus happens over a longer time scale….. 1 hour



How Blockchain Works
Here are five basic principles underlying the technology.

1. Distributed Database
• Each party on a blockchain has access to the entire database and its complete 

history. 
• No single party controls the data or the information. Every party can verify the 

records of its transaction partners directly, without an intermediary.

2. Peer-to-Peer Transmission
• Communication occurs directly between peers instead of through a central 

node. 
• Each node stores and forwards information to all other nodes.



3. Transparency with Pseudonymity
• Every transaction and its associated value are visible to anyone with access to 

the system. ( public key)
• Each node, or user, on a blockchain has a unique 30-plus-character 

alphanumeric address that identifies it. (private key)
• Users can choose to remain anonymous or provide proof of their identity to 

others. (signatures) Transactions occur between blockchain addresses.

4. Irreversibility of Records
• Once a transaction is entered in the database and the accounts are updated, 

the records cannot be altered, because they’re linked to every transaction 
record that came before them (hence the term “chain”). 

• Various computational algorithms and approaches are deployed to ensure 
that the recording on the database is permanent, chronologically ordered, 
and available to all others on the network.



5. Computational Logic
• The digital nature of the ledger means that blockchain transactions can be tied 

to computational logic and in essence programmed. 
• users can set up algorithms and rules that automatically trigger transactions 

between nodes.

• Data Security
• Keys
• Signatures
• Hashing

• Redundancy
• Improved workflow



signature = f(message, private key)  ….unique for every 
transaction

Verify = f( signature, message, public key) = { true or false}

(m)

(q)
s = q*m

(p)

p = public key
q = private key
p*q = N also publicly shared
m = message (m)



Hash function

• Takes any string as input
• Creates a fixed size output ( 256 bits for Bitcoin)
• Efficiency Computable

• Security properties
1. Collision – free
2. Puzzle- friendly…. consensus



If H(x) = H(y) then   x = y
compare hashes instead of long messages





• Creates a unique character set of fixed length / hash
• Not encryption… cannot be decrypted to original text
• The entire Library of Congress can be “hashed”

The SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) is one of a number of cryptographic hash functions. ... -
algorithm that generates an almost-unique, fixed size 256-bit (32-byte) hash. (a “bit” is the 
smallest unit of storage 1 or 0/ a byte is 8 bits & encodes a single character  256/8 = 32)

Regardless of the length of the data ( entire Library 
of Congress)…. The length of the hash value is fixed



Blockchain Demo:  Interactive:    https://anders.com/blockchain/blockchain.html

Block 1: Genesis Block
req: start with “0000”



Data: 123      Altered    223
456                      456

In the demo there is an example of 3 “Peers” and a 
demonstration of consensus management



The hash output, or fingerprint, is actually what’s used as the “previous block” 
reference. 

• One result of this is that there’s no way to switch out a block in the middle of 
the chain, because the hash value for the new block would be different, and the 
next’s block reference would no longer point to it. 

• Even more importantly, a block cannot be solved before the previous block is 
solved. The previous block reference is part of the text that goes through the 
hash function, so any changes to it would require resolving.



solving a block involves trying to get the cryptographic hash of the block 
to be below a certain value, and you do that by trying different random 
numbers . Once solved, the hash output is like a fingerprint that uniquely 
identifies that block. If even a single character in the block is changed, the 
block’s hash would be completely different

OK to proceed

Specified by “Blockchain” 
creator





China: 60%
F2Pool
AntPool
BTCC
BTC
Bixin
BW

Bitcoin Miner Network Miners are nodes with high performance computing 
resources that resolves consensus



China mines the most bitcoins of any nation and therefore also exports the 
largest number of bitcoins. This has been driven by the following

• China has a weak banking system and has been fueled by a cash economy

• China has the largest supercomputers in the world and pioneered the use 
of “graphic” chips in parallel processing supercomputing which are ideal 
for processing Bitcoins. They are producing a special chip for Bitcoin 
processing….   Cheap electricity

• Most of the world’ largest, mining pools are based in China. Chinese 
Bitcoin miners have gained an advantage by capturing a large percentage 
of Bitcoin’s hash power. 



Global Supply Chain: A larger  
Transaction

The “life-cycle” of a supply 
chain for a retail business

Physical “nodes”
• Raw Materials
• Producer
• Distributor

• Shipping/customs
• Freight Forwarder
• Warehouse

• Taxes
• Retail Facility
• Customer Transactions



• The four major credit card networks in the United States are Visa, Mastercard, 
American Express and Discover. Visa is the largest. 
• In 2014, Visa's U.S. credit purchase volume was $1.2 trillion, $1.1 trillion in 

2013. Total credit card volume was $ 4 trillion
• There were 304 million Visa credit cards in circulation in the United States 

and 545 million Visa credit cards in circulation outside of the United States

• If ATMs were created today Blockchain would be used

Example: Financial services….Banking
• The banking industry is filled with shared resources. Consider ATM 

machines: each machine is owned by a single institution, but accepts cards 
from a huge network. This sharing requires a complicated management 
apparatus mostly managed by VISA



Why Blockchain is currently not used in Financial Transactions:

• There are over 700 cryptocurrencies being traded on various online exchanges
• Bitcoin transaction processing is restricted to 7 transactions per second (tps), 

compare this with Visa processing speeds which has a peak capacity of around 
56,000 transactions per second

• Most people don’t use cryptocurrencies to move value around because the 
infrastructure necessary for such trustless transactions don’t scale well in their 
current form. 

• Example: pay for your Starbucks using bitcoins. 
• Once you made the payment you will have to wait until your transaction is validated by 

bitcoin’s blockchain network @ ~7 tps. 
• Your wait times are positively correlated with how many others are paying with bitcoins at 

that very moment as well as the number of active public nodes validating the transactions
• you could be waiting anywhere from 20 minutes to 2 hours. ( a block is processed every 10 

minutes)
• Your coffee will go cold before your payment is confirmed.



Hashgraph is solving for the scaling problem through their DAG (Direct Acylic Graph), 
which works by combining the gossip protocol with a voting algorithm that enables 
Hashgraph to reach consensus quickly and securely without proof of work. 

• Instead of the 3–7 transactions per second (TPS) that the Bitcoin blockchain 
enables, or the 10–20 TPS that Ethereum can handle, Hashgraph promises to 
process hundreds of thousands of TPS, surpassing Visa’s current network 
transaction speeds.

• Major credit cards like Visa average about 2,000 transactions a second, with peaks 
reaching 50,000 transactions a second, while maintaining service standards of 7 
seconds max. 

• Hashgraph has achieved 100,000 transactions a second, across 8 regions, with a 
latency of just 3.3 seconds.

Those speeds will revolutionize the types of applications that will be able to run on a 
Blockchain.



Major Blockchain Platforms



Amazon Web Services launches ‘blockchain templates’

• Amazon is the world cloud leader (distribused computing) with AWS
• Amazon launched AWS Blockchain Template, on April 19th, 2018
• Amazon wants to make it easier for developers to create projects based on 

the blockchain technology underlying bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, 
with “blockchain templates”.

• The product gives users pre-set blockchain frameworks that support two 
versions of the technology: Ethereum and the Linux Foundation’s 
Hyperledger Fabric.

• The templates allow users to create and launch secure blockchain network 
using open source frameworks in a fast and easy way.

Google is working on blockchain-related technology to support its cloud business 
and head off competition from emerging startups that use the heavily-hyped 
technology to operate online in new ways, according to people familiar with the 
situation.

https://aws.amazon.com/tw/about-aws/whats-new/2018/04/introducing-aws-blockchain-templates/


Business Model: Amazon, Google, Microsoft IBM

• The technologies that is essential for Blockchain applications…..  Supercomputers/ GPUs….  Cloud 
computing/ Distributed systems…..  AI/ Machine learning

• Just as the model of Blockchain developments being driven by “open source” platforms such as 
IBM/Hyperledger, AI machine learning software and algorithms that are powering all of Google’s AI 
activity — TensorFlow — is now being given away for free. TensorFlow is now an open source software 
project available to the world. 

• Why?... There are 20 million organizations in the world that could benefit from machine learning today. 
If millions of companies use this best in class free AI software then they are likely to need lots of 
computing power….. 

• Who?... Google Cloud is of course optimized for TensorFlow and related AI services …. Amazon AWS
once you become reliant on their software and their cloud you become a very sticky customer 

• Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM are competing for distributed computing applications …..Blockchain 
may not be as important as AI but exists in the same space

https://www.tensorflow.org/


MIT Technology 
Review September 
2017

How to build a Blockchain 
for healthcare



• 26 different electronic medical records systems used in the city of Boston, each 
with its own language for representing and sharing data. 

• Critical information is often scattered across multiple facilities, and sometimes it 
isn’t accessible when it is needed most—a situation that plays out every day 
around the U.S., costing money and sometimes even lives. …tailor-made for a 
blockchain to solve

• Instead of payments, this blockchain would record critical medical information 
in a virtually incorruptible cryptographic database, maintained by a network 
of computers, that is accessible to anyone running the software 

Observations:



Researchers at the MIT Media Lab have developed a prototype system called using a private 
blockchain.  

It automatically keeps track of who has permission to view and change a record of 
medications a person is taking. It also solves a key issue facing just about anyone who 
wants to take blockchain outside the realm of digital currency: miners. 

• With Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, miners use computers to perform 
calculations that verify data on the blockchain—a crucial service that keeps the 
system functioning. In turn, they’re rewarded with some of that currency 

• The system incentivizes miners—generally medical researchers and health-care 
professionals—to perform the same work by rewarding them with access to 
aggregated, anonymized data from patients’ records that can be used for 
medical studies (as long as patients consent). 

• Data is the most important commodities in AI applications and insurance, 
pharmas and other companies would pay for the use of the data…. In a similar way 
that Facebook, Google, financial institutions do today



Blockchain Governance:
• On-Chain
• Off-Chain 
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